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Days

Highlights
NAGASAKI
- Glover Garden
- Oura Cathedral
- Nagasaki Chinatown
- Peace Park
- Atomic Bomb Museum

BEPPU / ASO
- Jigoku Hell Valley
- Flower Park

KAGOSHIMA
- Sakurajima
- Ibusuki Hot Sand Bath

MIYAZAKI
- Takachiho Gorge
- Sun Messe Nichinan
- Udojingu Shrine

Meals
- Japanese Set Lunch
- Buffet Dinner

SAGA / FUKUOKA
- Yutoku Inari Shrine
- Dazaifu Tenmangu

TOKYO
NAGASAKI
KAGOSHIMA
SINGAPORE

DAY 1 : SINGAPORE
SINGAPORE
SINGAPORE

NARITA NH 802 0550/1400
HANEDA NH 842 1050/1900
HANEDA NH 844 2215/0630

Assemble at Singapore Changi International Airport Terminal
2 for your flight to Nagasaki via Haneda.

NH 802 / NARITA ==== HANEDA

NAGASAKI

(Lunch on board / Bento dinner)
Upon arrival at Nagasaki Airport, we will check in hotel for a
well-deserved rest.
Accommodation: Hotel in Nagasaki

NH 842 (One night stay in Tokyo)
(Lunch on board / Bento Dinner)
Upon arrival at Haneda Airport, we will check in hotel for a
well-deserved rest.
Accommodation: Hotel in Tokyo

NH 844 / HANEDA

NAGASAKI

(Breakfast on board)
Upon arrival at Nagasaki Airport, we shall commerce with Day
2 itineraries.

(Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner)
This morning, we will take a stroll through the Peace Park,
which commemorates the atomic explosion in World War ll.
In the park stands the iconic Statue of Peace. After that, we
will visit the Atomic Bomb Museum, where you can see
preserved evidence of the atomic blast. Yutoku Inari Shrine
is our next destination. Built on a steep hillside and 18
meters high, this is one of the most famous shrines in Japan.
Accommodation: Hotel in Fukuoka

DAY 6 : MIYAZAKI / KAGOSHIMA / IBUSUKI – HOT
SAND BATH (Breakfast / Dinner)
After breakfast, drive towards Kagoshima, the city abounds
in scenic attractions, and hot spring and is dominated by
Sakurajima one of the world’s foremost active volcanoes.
After lunch, proceed to Ibusuki, one of the most celebrated
hot-spring resorts in Japan especially an unique form of hot
sand-bathing is offered here and is a great way to relax.
Accommodation: Hotel in Kagoshima

DAY 7 : KAGOSHIMA

DAY 4 : FUKUOKA / BEPPU
(Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner)
Our first stop this morning is Dazaifu Tenmangu Shrine.
Associated with education, people gather from throughout
the country to worship the God of Education. Along the path
to the shrine, there are many shops selling souvenirs and
food. Why not try the very popular “umegae mochi” grilled
bean cake. From here, we will visit the famous Jigoku “hell
valley” of Beppu. Here you see the “blood pond” and “sea
pond”, not available any wherelse in the country. Tonight,
enjoy the unique onsen of Beppu.
Accommodation: Hotel in Beppu

SINGAPORE (Breakfast)
This morning free at leisure until your transfer to Narita /
Haneda Airport for your ﬂight back to Singapore with sweet
memories of ANA First Choice Holiday.

DAY 5 : BEPPU / MIYAZAKI

DAY 2 : NAGASAKI
(Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner)
Depart for your pleasant ﬂight to Nagasaki (for NH842).
Our first visit today is Glover Garden, exhibiting a former
foreign settlement and western buildings for those days.
It’s also noted for its scenery reminiscent of the setting
for Puccini’s opera “Madam Butterfly” statue. Next, Oura
Cathedral as Nagasaki one of the earliest ports opens for
trading. In the evening, we will visit the famous Nagasaki
Chinatown.
Accommodation: Hotel in Nagasaki

Yutoku Inari Shrine

ANA FIRST CHOICE HOLIDAY l 31

DAY 3 : NAGASAKI / SAGA / FUKUOKA

(Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner)
After breakfast, we journey to Takachiho Gorge, also known
as the ‘V’ shaped gorge of Japan. The view from the top
looking-down is spectacular. Next we travel to Sun Messe
Nichinan, here you will enjoy the wide panorama view of
pacific ocean and a full reproduction of Eastern Island Moai
statues. After this we visit Udojingu Shrine, uniquely
constructed inside the cave on the coastal cliff.
Accommodation: Hotel in Miyazaki

Jigoku “hell valley”

Remarks
• Sequence of itinerary and flight schedules are subject to
change without prior notice.
• Tour will be conducted in Mandarin. A bilingual (Mandarin/
English) guide will be provided upon request and is subject to
availability.
• Non-Singaporeans may require a tourist visa to Japan, please
refer to our consultants for application details.
Spring/Summer Edition : April – October 2018

